Open Science needs no martyrs
Mind your career, but recognize that the game is broken
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Aspirations for Open Science…
Policy statements and recommendations
•

2019: “Open science is a policy priority for the European Commission and the standard
method of working under its research and innovation funding programmes as it
improves the quality, efficiency and responsiveness of research.
When researchers share knowledge and data as early as possible in the research process
with all relevant actors it helps diffuse the latest knowledge.”
– European Commission

https://ec.europa.eu/info/research-and-innovation/strategy/goals-research-and-innovation-policy/open-science_en

•

2018: “For Open Science to be successful, it must become embedded at every level and
in every aspect of the scientific endeavour and not be perceived as separate from (or
even in competition with) current practice.
…To enable this, all stakeholders in research and its communication need to take
responsibility for supporting Open Science activities.”
– Open Science Policy Platform, recommendation report

https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/pdf/integrated_advice_opspp_recommendations.pdf
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… and reality for researchers

journal prestige prominent, open science… not so much
•

2018: “That faculty hiring and advancement at top institutions requires papers
published in journals with the highest JIF (e.g., Nature, Science, Cell) is more than
just a myth circulating among postdoctoral students.”

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.2004089

•

2019: “A university that pledged not to judge professors on the journals in which
they publish has apologized for posting a job advertisement calling for a postdoc
who had published in a title such as Nature or Science.”
www.insidehighered.com/news/2019/06/28/university-vowed-not-consider-journal-quality-hiring-does-just

•

2020: “Mention of alternative metrics for sharing research (3%; n=3) and data sharing
(1%; 1) was rare, and three criteria (publishing in open access mediums, registering
research, and adhering to reporting guidelines) were not found in any guidelines
reviewed [for promotion and tenure in biomedical sciences faculties in the US].“
https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.m2081

•

2021: “Open Science in academic assessment: In 34% of institutions, none of the
Open Science elements examined by the survey were included in academic
assessments.” – 2020-2021 EUA Open Science Survey
https://eua.eu/downloads/publications/2021%20os%20survey%20report.pdf
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Inappropriate metrics flow downhill
Governments
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Public funding

rankings & aggregated indices

Research institutions

Strategy

metrics (Journal Impact Factor and Quartile Ranks, h-indices)

Individual researchers

Recruitment,
promotion

Easy-to-use globalising system, but…
Does the evaluation capture the
actual impact and diversity of
research institutions?
Does the evaluation
successfully cover the
innovation capacity?

Prestige-driven
publication choices

Competition over
collaboration
Governments
Research institutions
Individual researchers

Stress, burnout,
leaky pipelines
Metrics are outsourced to
commercial entities

Feeding a very costly publishing
landscape with public €€€!

Most pernicious problem: misuse of journal-based impact metrics
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...creating dilemmas for researchers
(especially for early-career researchers!)

Career incentives
• Publish (a lot and fast) or perish
• Strategic journal choices over

innovative publishing models

Idealistic thinking
• Open data, software, methods…
• Slow-paced innovative approaches
• Collaborative review systems… and more

We need to reform research assessment
...and change the evaluation culture!
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Game Over

Empower Early Career Researchers to Improve Research Quality
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How can we change the system?
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First, as a research community, among researchers across all
career stages, we need to take a hard, realistic and honest look
at the current reward system and its flaws, regardless of how
well it may have served us.
Second, beyond localized examples of evolving practices of
research evaluation […] a broader internal dialogue is needed
within the research community to focus on what is important,
what should be rewarded and how individuals are evaluated at
different stages of their research careers.
Please read:
ISE Open Science Task Force report: “The centrality of researchers in reforming research assessment”
https://initiative-se.eu/paper-research-assessment
ERC Magazine interview: “Open science needs no martyrs, but we must recognize the need for reform“
https://erc.europa.eu/news-events/magazine/open-science-needs-no-martyrs-we-must-recognize-need-reform

